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Meal plans provide a clever way to 
save money on food. Knowing the 
meals that will be made and which 

ingredients need to be purchased for these 
recipes	eliminates	fl	oundering	and	impulse	
purchases at the supermarket. 
Knowing exactly what to buy and when 
also can eliminate food waste and 
spoilage. According to research from the 
University of Pennsylvania, people who 
can avoid impulse spending
can save up to 23 percent on their grocery 
bills.  
Planning meals in advance can also 
provide	a	host	of	health	benefi	ts.	When	
meals are planned in advance, shoppers 
have more control over the ingredients 
they choose and can tailor them to 
specifi	c	dietary	needs	or	healthy	eating	
plans.
Fortunately, time-pressed individuals have 
a number of resources at their disposal 
to help them plan and shop for meals. A 
quick online search for weekly meal plans 
will yield many results, including recipes 
and complementary shopping lists. People 
also can download apps that help with 
meal planning to their smartphones. Such 
apps include Yummly, Pepperplate and 
MealBoard, among others. 
Another way for individuals to plan meals 
more effectively is to take a few moments 
on the weekend to think about which meals 
to make during the week ahead. Compare 
the necessary ingredients against those 
you may already have in your pantry. 

The rest can be purchased and saved for 
subsequent	meals.	Buying	a	week’s	worth	
of groceries in one shopping trip is more 
effi	cient	and	can	help	to	conserve	fuel.	
When	planning	meals,	try	to	use	the	
most	perishable	items	fi	rst.	For	example,	
prepare to use seafood, some dairy items 
and fresh vegetables early in the week, 
and more durable foods, such as frozen, 
boxed or canned goods, later in the week. 
When	buying	foots	at	the	store,	buy	
proteins in bulk and subdivide them into 
smaller packages to save money. Properly 
repackage foods so they will not spoil 
or become freezer burned, leading to 
waste. Other budget-conscious shopping 
tips include trying store brands, building 
meal plans around items that are on sale 
that week and making use of coupons or 
coupon apps.
Post a weekly meal plan on or near the 
refrigerator so items can be thawed and 
ingredients prepared as needed. Building 
meals around slow cooker recipes also 
can help those who like to prep foods 
in the morning and then come home 
to completely cooked meals. On busy 
nights, arrange for fast meals, such as 
sandwiches or one-pot creations. 
By planning meals in advance, home 
cooks never have to stand in front of the 
pantry wondering what to make.

Weekly meal plans may save money

Family meals are about much more 
than what is served for dinner. 
Research indicates that spending 

time together around the table as a 
family	promotes	a	host	of	benefi	ts.
Family meals have been linked to 
improved communication skills, healthier 
bodies and even academic advantages for 
school-aged children. Harvard researchers 
conducted a long-term study to look at the 
effects of various components of family 
life to see which had the most profound 
impact	on	childrens’	development.	When	
compared to story time, family events or 
even playtime, family dinners offered the 
most	benefi	ts.
According to The Family Dinner Project, 
a	nonprofi	t	organization	currently	
operating	from	the	offi	ces	of	Project	
Zero at Harvard University, recent 
studies link regular family meals with the 
kinds of behaviors that parents desire for 
their children.
These can include
•	improved	academic	performance,
•	high	self-esteem,
•	low	risk	of	substance	abuse,
•	low	risk	of	depression,
•	reduced	chances	of	teen	pregnancy,
•	low	rates	of	obesity,	and	
•	low	likelihood	of	developing
  eating disorders.
Even	though	scheduling	confl	icts	can	
sometimes	make	family	meals	diffi	cult,	
59 percent of families report eating 
dinner	together	fi	ve	times	a	week,	
according to the “Importance of Family 
Dinner IV” report. Including the above 
benefi	ts,	here	are	some	more	reasons	
to gather around the dinner table four or 
more times a week.

Designated family time: Family meals 
allow kids to count on spending time 
with their parents. Consider turning off 
all electronic devices and make dinner 
time all about conversation. Such 
discussions can improve cognitive skills 
and linguistic development.

Decreased food pickiness: A 2000 
survey from the Obesity Epidemiology 
and Prevention Program at Harvard 
Medical School found that kids 
between the ages of nine and 14 who 
ate dinner with their families ate more 
fruits and vegetables and therefore 
consumed higher amounts of many 
key nutrients. Family meals are a great 
opportunity to introduce new, healthy 
foods.

Controlled portions: Eating at home 
can help curb calories, fat and salt 
consumption by giving families greater 
control over the ingredients in their 
meals.

Discussed problems: Children who 
routinely eat with their parents may be 
more inclined to discuss problems that 
can, if hidden, develop into serious 
illnesses, such as depression or eating 
disorders. 

Curbed dangerous behaviors: Eating 
family	dinners	at	least	fi	ve	times	a	week	
drastically	lowers	a	teen’s	chance	of	
smoking, drinking and using drugs, 
according to Court Appointed Special 
Advocates for Children.

Good grades: Twenty percent of 
children who eat with their family fewer 
than	three	times	a	week	get	C’s	or	
lower on their report cards, according 
to CASA. Only 9 percent of teens who 
eat frequently with their families do this 
poorly in school.

Relieved stress:	Adults	benefi	t	from	
family dinners, too. Sitting down to a 
meal can reduce tension and strain 
among working parents. Family 
meals are important for a number of 
reasons.	By	understanding	the	benefi	ts,	
families can increase their chances 
of sitting down together for food and 
conversation.

Why making time for 
family meals is important
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Playgrounds are meant to be 
entertaining outdoor respites and 
places where children can engage 

in some much-needed fun and exercise. 
But playgrounds also can be the sites of 
serious injury and may even contribute 
to child fatalities. The Consumer Product 
Safety Commission says that the four 
equipment pieces most often associated 
with injuries include climbers, swings, 
slides, and overhead ladders. The majority 
of injuries result from falls and equipment 
failure and take place more often in 
public playgrounds rather than home 
play areas. Injuries from playground falls 
can be serious, ranging from fractured 
bones to brain and spinal injuries. Deaths 
resulting from playground injuries are rare, 
especially in Canada, states Parachute, a 
national charitable organization dedicated 
to preventing injuries. Throughout North 
America, playground fatalities are most 
often caused by strangulation. To continue 
to make playground play safer, parents 
and children can:
•	visit	only	those	playgrounds	that 
 have safe, soft surfaces beneath 
 the equipment,
•	avoid	clothing	that	has	cords, 
 drawstrings or straps, such as those on 
 “hoodie” sweatshirts. Neck warmers are 
 safer than scarves,
•	ensure	playground	equipment	is	used 
 only in the manner it was intended,
•	supervise	children	at	all	times	on	the 
 playground, and
•	routinely	inspect	and	maintain	equipment.

Did you know?
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How families can go green together
Interest in eco friendly lifestyles has long since spread 

beyond environmentalists and activists and has become 
a goal for people from all walks of life. Going green can 

even be done as a family. Families have multiple incentives 
to embrace an eco-friendly lifestyle. Going green can protect 
the planet for younger members of the family who will have to 
confront	the	consequences	of	today’s	decisions	for	decades	to	
come. Going green also can save families money the moment 
they decide to change their lifestyles, providing a more 
immediate incentive. Families interested in making their efforts 
to be more eco-friendly a team effort can embrace the following 
strategies.

Wash clothes in cold water. According to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, heating water accounts for 
roughly 90 percent of the energy washing machines require 
to clean clothes. By washing clothes exclusively in cold water, 
families can drastically reduce the energy their washing 
machines consume, and clothes will still be clean at the end of 
each wash cycle. 

Wash only in full loads.	Whether	washing	clothes	or	washing	
dishes, families who want to go green together can resolve to 
only run their washing machines or dishwashers when both are 
full. The EPA notes that only doing full loads of laundry can save 
more	than	3,400	gallons	of	water	each	year.	When	washing	

dishes, do only full loads but avoid overcrowding the dishwasher. 
Overcrowding might mean some dishes are not thoroughly 
cleaned, which may require running another load or washing 
them by hand, both of which can be wasteful.

Turn off the faucets when brushing teeth. Another way 
families can pitch in to conserve energy and save money 
together is by turning off the faucets when they brush their 
teeth. Parents of young children can brush their teeth with their 
youngsters in the morning and at night, explaining to them how 
brushing without the faucet running can save untold gallons of 
water every year. This will conserve water and lower the monthly 
water bill.

Hang energy saving curtains. Energy-saving curtains reduce 
the amount of heat that passes through windows when the 
weather outside is cold, keeping more warm air inside and 
reducing the need to hike up the thermostat. In the summertime, 
heat from the outside may pass through window glass easily, but 
it’s	far	more	difficult	for	heat	to	pass	through	fabric.	By	hanging	
energy-saving curtains together with their children, parents can 
explain how the curtains are more than just decorative; they are 
also a helpful ally in protecting the planet. Going green together 
as a family can help parents save money and provide a valuable 
teaching	opportunity	that	can	benefit	youngsters	and	the	planet	
for years to come.

Teaching youngsters to brush their teeth without the faucet running is one way parents can encourage their kids 
to embrace an eco-friendly lifestyle.
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Music is everywhere: on the radio, in movies and 
television shows and as a backdrop when shopping 
or celebrating milestones. 

Music is an integral part of cultures all over the world. Music 
can express emotions not easily conveyed otherwise. It also 
provides a sense of community and belonging and can help 
unite the divided.Playing musical instruments or singing 
has	a	number	of	benefits.	From	the	earliest	days	after	their	
birth, children can be calmed by music. Music helps people 
work out their feelings and can be uplifting and comforting 
when	people	need	a	boost.	While	many	people	are	familiar	
with	the	mood-enhancing	benefits	of	music,	they	may	not	
know	that	music	also	has	developmental	benefits.
According to Don Campbell, internationally known educator 
and author of “The Mozart Effect for Children,” music 
enhances intelligence, coordination, emotional expression, 
creativity, and socialization skills. Studies have suggested 
that music and movement affect all areas of development. 
Music can bolster listening skills, improve motor skills, 
assist with problem solving, and promote spatial-temporal 
reasoning. Many others say that music can calm 
and focus the mind, which is why it so often employed by 
therapists. 

In the book, “The Importance of Music,” author Ellen 
Judson cites a 10-year study that tracked more than 
25,000 middle and high school students. The study showed 
that students in music classes receive higher scores on 
standardized tests than students with little to no musical 
involvement. 
In addition, singing and engaging in musical appreciation 
sharpens	one’s	ability	to	communicate.	Learning	a	piece	of	
information attached to a tune will more readily embed that 
information in the brain. For example, many children learn 
the alphabet via song. Pairing lessons with song can help 
anyone retain information more easily.
Music also is fun, so much so that kids may not realize 
they’re	actually	learning	while	singing.	Matthew	Freeman,	
development manager of “Sing up,” a national singing 
project	to	help	enhance	music	in	children’s	education,	
states	that	children	don’t	think	of	singing	as	work	and	
may be more willing to participate. Song can be used 
to reinforce all different subjects, from language arts to 
mathematics.
Children or adults who are apprehensive about meeting 
new people can use music as a means to open the door 
to new friendships. Joining a choral group will immediately 

introduce people to others who enjoy music as well. Group 
singing is less intimidating than singing alone, so it takes 
some of the pressure off of a person and can staunch 
performance anxiety. 
Music	is	beneficial	throughout	one’s	life	and	can	be	an	
enjoyable way to make learning more fun.

How music and singing benefits children

Parents of young children know 
that getting kids to brush their 
teeth can sometimes feel like 

pulling teeth. Kids have a long history of 
disliking dental care, which can frustrate 
parents who know the importance and 
long-lasting	benefits	of	proper	dental	
hygiene.	While	many	youngsters	may	
never excitedly run to the bathroom 
to brush their teeth, parents can try 
various approaches to get kids to 
embrace proper dental care.

Start early. Parents should not 
hesitate	to	begin	cleaning	kids’ 
	teeth	once	the	first	tooth	appears.	
The earlier dental care is part of a 
child’s	routine,	the	more	likely	he	or	
she is to accept it as part of everyday 
life. The American Academy of 
Pediatric Dentistry recommends 
using a soft-bristled brush with a 

small head. Ideally, use a toothbrush 
designed for infants, brushing teeth 
once per day at bedtime. The AAPD 
advises taking kids to visit a pediatric 
dentist	when	the	first	tooth	appears,	
or	no	later	than	the	child’s	first	
birthday. 

Make it a group effort. Young 
children	love	to	imitate	their	parents’	
actions and behaviors, and moms 
and dads can use that adoration 
to their advantage when trying to 
get kids to brush their teeth. Brush 
teeth together as a family, making it 
seem like an enjoyable twice-daily 
activity.	Get	down	on	kids’	level	
and show them how to brush. If 
kids are resistant, engage them in 
conversation while brushing so they 
don’t	even	realize	they’re	cleaning	
away.

Involve kids in choosing their 
dental care products.	While	
parents should be mindful of the 
type of toothbrush their children 
use, always sticking with products 
recommended	by	their	child’s	
pediatric dentist, let youngsters 
choose their toothbrush and 
toothpaste. Kids might prefer a 
particular	flavor	of	toothpaste,	and	
a colorful toothbrush with a favorite 
film	or	television	character	might	
make kids more enthusiastic and 
less fussy about brushing.

Compliment kids after positive 
dental appointments.	When	
pediatric dentist appointments 
go well, compliment children and 
express your pride in them for taking 
dental hygiene as seriously as they 
do. 

How to encourage kids to take care of their teeth
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How families can make 
staycations more unique
As a result of the economic downturn 

that began in 2008, many families 
found themselves forgoing traditional 

vacations in favor of “staycations.” In 
such instances, families spent time away 
from work and school together but did 
not	travel	far,	if	at	all.	While	the	economy	
has bounced back since the dawn of the 
staycation, many families are still choosing 
to stay at home in an effort to save money. 
Staycations might not seem as glamorous 
as traveling abroad or as relaxing as 
spending a week in an oceanfront resort 
or condominium, but there are ways for 
families to make staycations more fun and 
seem like a true departure from everyday 
life.

Experiment with new cuisine. One of the 
joys of travel is the opportunity to dine out 
and experience cuisine native to particular 
locales.	But	families	don’t	need	to	travel	
abroad	to	enjoy	this	particular	benefit	of	
traveling. The internet is home to a wealth 
of recipes from countries far and wide. 
Parents and their kids can choose recipes 
online and prepare meals from a different 
country each night, or pick a “country or 

region of the week” and prepare a different 
dish native to that area each night. This 
provides a great departure from ordinary 
family dinners and can make for a fun 
activity for the whole family.

Camp out. Straying from the norm, 
even when staying at home, can make 
staycations seem more like a vacation 
than merely a week away from school or 
the	office.	Parents	who	want	to	add	a	dash	
of	adventure	to	their	families’	staycations	
can set up tents in the backyard and sleep 
under the stars or seek out local campsites 
that are free or relatively inexpensive. Tell 
stories	around	a	backyard	firepit	when	
staying at home to provide a more authentic 
camping experience for everyone.

Take in local culture. Rather than 
spending the week lounging around the 
house or the backyard pool, families can 
explore the cultural opportunities in their 

towns or cities. Busy families tend to 
take such opportunities for granted when 
they get caught up in the daily grind, 
and exploring local history and artistic 
opportunities in the same way you would 
when traveling can provide a sense of 
excitement similar to that experienced 
during more traditional vacations. Visit a 
local zoo, take in a performance at a local 
theater company or take a guided historical 
tour of an area of your hometown or a 
nearby city.

Indulge in an extraordinary activity. 
While	families	typically	choose	staycations	

to save money, forgetting the budget to 
enjoy one extraordinary activity can make 
a staycation more fun and memorable. 
Spend one day during the staycation doing 
something the family would not ordinarily 
do, be it visiting an all-day amusement park, 
taking a helicopter tour of a nearby city or 
going to a ballgame. Such a break from the 
norm,	even	if	it’s	only	for	a	single	night,	can	
make staycations feel more like vacations.
Staycations have become an economic 
necessity for many families, and there are 
many ways for parents to make such times 
as enjoyable and unique as more traditional 
vacations.

Experimenting in the kitchen during 
a staycation can give families the 
feeling of dining out that they enjoy 
on more traditional vacations.

Vacations provide a chance to rest, recharge and 
experience new locales. Family vacations also 
provide an opportunity to make lasting memories 

parents and their children will remember forever. 
According to the 2016 American Express Spending and 
Saving Tracker, 70 percent of Americans expected to 
travel for leisure in 2016. In addition, the Family Travel 
Association notes that between 35 and 40 percent of 
family travel is multigenerational. That means extended 
families comprise a large part of the travel market, even if 
trips are not associated with traditional family vacations. 
“Experimental travel,” or visiting locations that stray 
from the norm, has grown in popularity as people are 
more concerned with experiences than simply seeing 

a particular location. Family trips are one of the fastest-
growing segments of the tourism industry. Families 
traveling together can heed the following advice to ensure 
their next trip is successful.

Be flexible with travel dates. Traveling during off-peak 
seasons can mean fewer crowds and lower prices. 
Consider taking the kids out of school during 
a random week of the year rather than during scheduled 
breaks, such as winter vacation or spring break. Prices 
often spike during popular travel times and dip during less 
popular times, such as when kids are in school.

Consider a vacation rental.	Look	beyond	the	traditional	
hotel for accommodations. Prices on private rentals 
may be comparable or less expensive while providing 
travelers with more space. This is especially valuable 
to large families who want a little more breathing room. 
Kids can retreat to one area while the adults hang out in 
another, something that may not always be possible in 
standard hotels. Renting a condo or home with a kitchen 
also means families can prepare their own meals, which 
helps to curb costs.

Plan for a successful family vacation
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(910) 671-5000  |  300 West 27th St.  |  Lumberton  |  www.southeasternhealth.org

PRIMARY CARE CLINICS
Dr. Arthur J. Robinson Medical Clinic
(Temporarily Closed)
800 Martin Luther King Jr. Dr., Lumberton
(910) 738-3957

Lumberton Medical Clinic
395 W. 27th St., Lumberton
(910) 739-7551

Southeastern Family Medicine Residency Clinic
(New Clinic)
730 Oakridge Blvd., Lumberton
(910) 783-2662

Southeastern Health Center Clarkton
9948 North WR Latham St., Clarkton
(910) 647-1503

Southeastern Medical Clinic Fairmont
101 N. Walnut St., Fairmont
(910) 628-0655

Southeastern Medical Clinic Gray’s Creek
1249 Chicken Foot Rd., Hope Mills
(910) 423-1278

Southeastern Medical Clinic N. Lumberton
725 Oakridge Blvd., Suite B2, Lumberton
(910) 671-0052

Southeastern Medical Clinic Maxton
22401 Andrew Jackson Hwy., Maxton
(910) 844-2004

Southeastern Medical Clinic Red Springs
302 Mt. Tabor Rd., Red Springs
(910) 843-9991

Southeastern Medical Clinic Rowland
102 N. Bond St., Rowland
(910) 422-3350

Southeastern Medical Clinic St. Pauls
128 E. Broad St., St. Pauls
(910) 865-5955

Southeastern Medical Clinic White Lake
1921 White Lake Dr., Elizabethtown
(910) 862-6491

Southeastern Medical Specialists
4384 Fayetteville Rd., Lumberton
(910) 738-1141

Most Southeastern Health Primary Care
clinics are accepting new patients.

WALK-IN AND
URGENT CARE CLINICS
The Clinic at Lumberton Drug
4307 Fayetteville Rd., Lumberton
(910) 671-5270

The Clinic at Walmart
5070 Fayetteville Rd., Lumberton 
(910) 739-0133

Southeastern Health Mall Clinic
2934 North Elm St., Suite B, Lumberton
(910) 272-1175

Southeastern Urgent Care Pembroke
923 West 3rd St., Pembroke
(910) 521-0564

SPECIALTY CLINICS
Carolina Complete Rehabilitation Center
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 3200, Lumberton
(910) 618-9807

Diabetes Community Center
2934 North Elm St., Suite G, Lumberton
(910) 618-0655

Duke Cardiology/Duke Cardiovascular
of Lumberton
2936 N. Elm St., Suites 102 & 103, Lumberton
(910) 671-6619

Gibson Cancer Center
1200 Pine Run Dr., Lumberton
(910) 671-5730

Lumberton Urology Clinic
815 Oakridge Blvd., Lumberton
(910) 738-7166

Southeastern Arthritis Center
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 3400, Lumberton
(910) 671-8556

Southeastern Health Women’s Clinic
295 W. 27th St., Lumberton
(910) 739-5550

Southeastern Neurological Center
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 3100, Lumberton
(910) 671-9298

Southeastern Occupational Health W.O.R.K.S
725 Oakridge Blvd., Suite A-3, Lumberton
(910) 272-9675

Southeastern Orthopedics
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 2300, Lumberton  
(910) 738-1065

Southeastern Spine and Pain
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 3300, Lumberton
(910) 671-9298

Southeastern Pharmacy Health Mall
2934 North Elm St., Suite A, Lumberton
(910) 735-8858

Southeastern Pharmacy Health Park
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 1200, Lumberton
(910) 671-4223

Southeastern Pulmonary and Sleep Clinic
(New Location)
725 Oakridge Blvd., Suite C-1, Lumberton
(910) 738-9414

Southeastern Sleep Center
300 W. 27th St., Lumberton
(910) 272-1440

Southeastern Surgical Center
2934 North Elm St., Suite E, Lumberton
(910) 739-0022

Southeastern Women’s Healthcare
4300 Fayetteville Rd., Lumberton
(910) 608-3078

Southeastern Wound Healing Center
103 W. 27th St., Lumberton
(910) 738-3836

The Surgery Center
4901 Dawn Dr., Suite 1100, Lumberton
(910) 887-2361

Your good health
starts here, at home.
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